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Neuroscience and family policy: What becomes of the parent?
JAN MACVARISH
University of Kent, England
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Abstract
This paper discusses the findings of a study tracing the incorporation of claims about infant brain
E
intervention agenda. The main focus is on the ways in which the deployment of neuroscientific discourse
in family policy creates the basis for a new governmental oversight of parents. We argue that advocacy of
aces parents at
the centre of the policy stage but simultaneously demotes and marginalises them. So we ask, what
becomes of the parent when politically and culturally, the child is spoken of as infinitely and permanently
neurologically vulnerable to parental influence? In particular, the policy focus on parental emotions and

governance. [145 words]
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Neuroscience and family policy: What becomes of the parent?
The need for parents in general, and poorer parents in particular, to be educated, trained or supported in
'parenting' has become a central tenet of English policy, stretching across education, health and welfare.
Indeed, in 2011, the then Minister for Children and the Family, Sarah Teather, argued for the
normalisation of parenting education and training for all parents, indicating the priority given in
Government thinking to this particular policy solution (Department for Education 2011a). The rationaIe

issues as poverty, educational attainment, antisocial behavior, criminality, obesity and mental health. It is
claimed that since there is a causal relationship between parenting and these social problems, the

early stage or preventing them from arising at all.
Social scientists have offered various explanations for the growth of government concern about how
parents raise children (Parton 2006; Gillies 2011; ANON. 2014). Of particular interest for this paper is an
-

-improvement
S

identified a significant transition away from

B

-related policy-

making, towards the legitimation of more overt agendas which seek to address perceived social problems
through measures explicitly aimed at changing parental behaviour (Clarke 2006 and 2007). It has been
suggested that a very marked line of thinking emerged in Britain from the late 1990s, in which the idea
that there is watertight evidence pointing to the determinant role of parental behaviour in deciding the
onsiderable cross-party influence (Furedi 2001 and 2008; Gillies 2011;
Goldson and Jamieson 2002; Jensen 2010). Academics have also noted that the narrowed focus on
quality and
arrested social mobility (for a detailed discussion of this relationship, see ANON, 2014 and Gillies, 2011).
One way of understanding the timing of this shift is to recognize that while New Labour moved family life
to the centre stage of policy-making from the start of its time in office (1997), this politicization of family
relationships developed simultaneously
T
B

this way as a

politicised term, bound up with the idea that what parents are doing is problematic and requires

F
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T

s been expanded and developed under the umbrella
a policy rationale which argues that intervening pre-emptively, in social
uces
T

N

L

agenda, this approach has been enthusiastically advocated by the Conservative-Liberal Democratic
coalition government since its election in 2010.
The

Evidence-based parenting policy draws on a range of research approaches including epidemiological
analyses; large-scale, long-term population studies tracking social inequality and differential educational
outcomes; laboratory-based animal behaviour research; psychological theories of child development and
evaluations of existing international parenting intervention programmes. One particular strand of claimsmaking is built around the argument that evidence from research in neuroscience provides a solid basis
on which some parental behaviours can be recommended as nurturing of, and others proscribed as
deleterious to, the developing child, their future life chances and to the wider social good (we will refer
H

s have been

raising concerns about the validity of such brain-based claims-making and the consequences of their
adoption by policy-makers, first in the US but subsequently further afield: New Zealand (Wilson 2002);
Canada (Wall 2004 and 2010); mainland Europe (Ramaekers and Suissa 2012) and the UK (Furedi 2008;
Wastell and White 2012; ANON. 2014).
On the scientific level, it has been argued that some of the studies, claimed by neuroparenting advocates
to contain novel breakthroughs with ramifications for policy, were in fact rather old, or were based either
on animal studies or on studies of children with exceptional early life experiences, such as Rutter and the
E‘A

‘

1998). Such

evidence was therefore challenged as possessing limited application to normal human development
(Kagan 1998; Bruer 1999a and b; 1998a and b; 1997). Cultural theorists have proposed that the
ly vulnerable to parental influence in the early years
serves as a metaphor for the parent-child relationship which resonates with particular contemporary
anxieties (Hays 1998; Nadesan 2002; Furedi 2008; Thornton 2011). When considered as part of a broader
ANON

-claiming can be said to further intensify the demands on parents,

cognitive wellbeing (Hays 1998; Furedi 2008; Wall 2004 and 2010; ANON. 2014). Most recently, British
scholars have begun to formulate a critique of the consequences of this neurobiologised way of
understanding family life for the rights of families relative to the State, most noticeably, its tendency to
-orirreversible damage to the developing brain caused by dysfunctional parenting (Wastell and White 2012;
Gillies 2013; Featherstone, Morris and White 2013; ANON. 2014). Such policy thinking affects poorer
families hardest when financially poor parenting becomes inextricably linked with developmentally poor
parenting.
In this paper, we seek to contribute to the sociological and social policy critique by exploring how advocacy

at the centre of the policy stage but simultaneously demotes and marginalises them. While we are
informed by the critique which questions the scientific validity of such claiming, we wish to develop
another argument as to why neuro-claims-making should be contested. The main focus here is not,
therefore, on the scientific credibility of the claims, but on the ways in which the deployment of
neuroscientific discourse in family policy creates the basis for a new governmental oversight of parents.
Elsewhere, we explore the significance of neuropolicy for constructions of the infant (ANON.
forthcoming), but here we are concerned with the construction of the parent. So we ask, what becomes
of the parent when politically and culturally, the child is spoken of as infinitely and permanently,
neurologically vulnerable to parental influence? We will proceed by reviewing the relevant literature and
outlining the research on which our argument is based, before describing the research findings and
drawing out their significance for our understanding of the contemporary policy conceptualisation of
family life.

Explicit family policy, neuroscientific claims-making and the opening up of the emotional world
To understand the significance of a neurobiologised construction of parent and child in English family
policy, it is important to consider it as a continuation of trends in the policy field over a longer period of
time. First, our analysis of policy documents from 1997 to the present day suggests that policy concern
-based claims-making by policy-makers. Second,
the argument for early intervention relies on a presumption that all intimate family relationships are now
a legitimate object for policy attention, where previously there was a reluctance to interfere in most
families or to problematise the family per se.

A
C

had proved difficult; for exam

governments was seen to backfire in a war of scandal between the media and politicians (Duncan 2007).
By 1997, a new approach to family policy emerged, first formally articulated in the New Labour
Supporting Families, published by the Home Office in 1998. The report has been
identified by a number of scholars as a key turning point in English family policy where governmental
concern for private life was reconceptual
the problematisation of people who defied that form (single mothers or same sex parents for example),
to a concern with the inner qualities of the parent-child relationship (Furedi 2008; Gillies 2011; ANON.
2014). This new approach sought to address social problems through changing or managing the emotions
of individuals, because it is believed, this intimate realm is the site of origin for all social phenomenon.

The tendency to interpret social phenomenon as derivations of emotional states and to enact strategies
for governance which seek to engage and shape the intimate, emotional existence of individuals has been
F

I

A
I
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Illouz (2007) argue, the idea that the formation of the personality during childhood is determinate of the
personality and fortunes of the future adult has long cultural roots, rendering infancy a risky time of
potentially permanent damage. The focus on the childhood years can be understood as the result of a
search for an origin to social phenomenon in the private domain of interpersonal relationships, and to a
T
relationship between parent and child is thus constructed as both naturally foundational to society but
also too risky and important to be left to the unseen vagaries of the private realm.

Concern for the welfare of the child and the increasing conceptua
interests as separate to, or in conflict with, those of its parents, grew in the 1970s and 1980s, with the
W
But m

‘

evaluated (Rose 1999, p.123). In other words, when family life is presumed to be the origin of all social

phenomena, political concern for the child inevitably problematises the behaviour of parents. The call for
S

-emptively to protect the child from their parents, in

prevent future problems for the individual and for society (Parton 2006; Wyness 2012; Lawless, Coveney
and MacDougall, 2013).

As we introduced earlier, the period from the late 1990s has been understood by a number of scholars to
W

D

C
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2011) characterized by far more direct pronouncements from politicians on how children ought to be
raised and an increasing willingness to blame parenting for social ills. This approach has been given
arents around
D
G
E

D

d could be said to be in some ways an archetype in that it has put in place
D

L
behaviour had already

brought them to the attention of social services, to all parents, who are now encouraged to access
universally provided parenting support services in advance of any problems being evident to themselves
or others (Lewis 2011, p.107).

Neuroscience versus neuroscientism
A
parenting culture. Thornton (2011) has labeled the vigorous advocacy of brain-based early intervention

social problems such as inequality, poverty, violence, lack of educational achievement, mental and
physical ill-health, can be ameliorated or prevented if policy can secure functional infant brain
development. Brain-based early intervention therefore sets itself the task of changing parental behaviour
T
three years movement first emerged in the US in the 1990s and has gained ground since in most AngloAmerican, and an increasing number of other national and supranational, policy contexts. This is despite
the scientific validity of its brain claims being questioned from the start.

C

now-or-never sense, in fact, the human brain is defined by its plasticity rather than its rigidity and that
human development is marked by resilience rather than vulnerability (Bruer 1997, 1998a, 1998b, 1999a
and 1999b; Kagan 1998; Thompson and Nelson 2001; Rutter 2002; Belsky and de Haan 2011). To a certain

to a rejection of infant determinism, but rather it has strengthened the argument that the brain is
incredibly vulnerable to parental influence, precisely because of its plasticity. We will explore this further
below. As the first three years movement grew and internationalized, it also provoked a growing critical
response among scholars who have sought to contextualise its appeal within a broader parenting culture
which has intensified demands on parents in general and the scrutiny of mothers in particular (Hays 1998;
Wilson 2002; Wall 2004 and 2010; Lupton 2011; Lawless, Coveney and MacDougall 2013; ANON. 2014).
We will engage with this literature towards the end of the paper.

Despite the growing body of scholarship questioning the scientific integrity of brain claims and expressing
concern about the implications of such a policy framework for the status of parents and the wellbeing of
children (Wastell and White 2012; Edwards, Gillies and Horsley 2013; Featherstone, Morris and White
2013; ANON. 2014), the brain-based early intervention agenda has colonised the policy frame with almost
no acknowledgement that it might be controversial. We now turn to our own research to explore the
development of the first three years movement in the British context.

The study
This paper is informed by the findings of a study tracing the adoption of neuroscientific claims-making by
English family policy. The study, (DETAILS REMOVED FOR ANONYMITY) involved an analysis of English
policy documents which have shaped the formation of parenting policy across a number of domains (social
exclusion, health, maternity services, early years, crime and justice). Not discussed here, but informing
our interpretation of contemporary British developments, were 1) a review of historical literature on past

A

-American policy context. In particular, the latter

legitimate findings emerging from this new area of science and the fetishisation of a neuroscientific
vocabulary as a source of authority to underpin policy claims-making.

A central feature of the project was to trace how concepts and language taken from neuroscience are
deployed within policy to explain the significance of parent-child relationships as the origin of social
problems, but also to understand these in the longer and broader context of policy thinking about the
family. To this end, an initial group of policy documents was identified to reflect the post-1997

brain-claiming. Follow-up of references in the initial sample, investigation of possible related areas of
policy such as health or maternity services, and team discussion of an initial set of emerging themes,
enabled the gaps to be gradually filled in a policy document timeline and a framework for content analysis
was established using NVIVO. Forty one documents eventually constituted this purposive sample, dating
from 1997 to 2013. The diffuse character of policy relating to family life meant that documents were
identified in various policy domains: health, welfare, education and social exclusion. The common variable
was that they we
T

NVIVO

reading, coding and the mapping of key terms and ideas. We now turn to a discussion of our findings.

Findings
Documentary analysis allowed us to identify three key themes: a) The shift from moral to therapeutic

relative to the parent and c) the observation that it is not cognitive intelligence that is at issue but the
claimed emotional underpinning for it. These themes will now be discussed in turn.

F
The first direct reference to the brain found in the sample of policy documents reviewed was in the 2003
B
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However,

our analysis shows that concern with the quality of parental nurture was well-established prior to the
emergence of brain claims, suggesting that any understanding of brain-claiming needs to be situated
within the larger context of changing conceptualizations of family life as a problem in need of policy action.
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argument that:

Supporting Families, published by the Home Office in

Government could not turn the clock back even if it wanted to do so. There never was a golden
age of the family. Family life has continually changed - and changed for good reasons as well as
bad. (Home Office 1998, p.2)

A later report similarly distanced the new family policy from a concern about family form:

This is not a debate on the shape of families and we will not try to incentivise or engineer particular
family structures this is not the job of government. (Cabinet Office 2007, p. 1)

In a report from the last days of New Labour, marriage is acknowledged as important, but is not accorded
any moral or political privilege:
Marriage is an important and well-established institution that plays a fundamental role in family
life in our society. However, marriage is a personal and private decision for responsible adults,

the evidence is clear that stable and loving relationships between adults in the home
grandparents and other caring adults

parents,

and with their children are vital for their progress and

wellbeing. (Department for Children, Skills and Families, 2010 p. 1)

We can see here a relative withdrawal from a moral component to family policy, in which the sanctity,
benefits or even the historical truth of a particular family form (married, stable) are all disputed. This
seems at first to contradict the overall content of the reports, which makes the case for the legitimacy of
T

govern

-

than moral claims for government interest in family life,

where concern for the quality of relationships within

b) The amazing infant brain (nurtured by inadequate parents)
As well as being conceived of as foundational to society, family relationships are also talked of as being
(Foreword to Supporting Families by Jack Straw 1998) and the source of this

stress is not just from relationship breakdown or lone parenting. In the 2007 report, Parenting Matters,
the pressures on contemporary families are described as multiple: parents caring for elderly grandparents;
mothers and fathers both working; financial pressures. A later report adds to these, rapid social and

DCSF

T

described as a strong foundational unit
to contain vulnerable relationships
G

(DCSF 2010, p.1).

I

V

T
disorientating rapid change and the subsequent need for support exists at two levels in the documents: it
is evident in descriptions of the social

economic trends and changes in family structure

but also in

constructions of the individual. The most repeated claim about the infant brain is that it is distinguished
from the adult brain b
C
quickly. (DCSF 2007, p.10)

At birth, babies have around a quarter of the brain neurons of an adult. By the age of 3, the young
child has around twice the number of neurons of an adult making the early years critical for the
development of the brain, language, social, emotional and motor skills. (Department of Health
2010, p.18)

The child is thus estranged from adults by its distinct biological character and its complex developmental
needs. This in turn leads to the argument that expert-led, neuroscientifically-informed parenting support
is necessary to train the parent in the correct way to nurture the child while its brain grows at an
T

must be mediated through the scientific and medical interpretation of experts.

T

-

development is also a key brain claim. But this is increasingly extended back before year zero, into
gestation, where the vulnerable fetus is equated seamlessly with the born infant.

What happens in pregnancy and the first few years gives children a lasting legacy because they
are growing rapidly and particularly susceptible to physical, environmental and psychological
harm. (Department for Education and Department of Health 2011, p.51)

Early interactions directly affect the way the brain is wired, and early relationships set the
T
nd fathers to be supported during
this time. (Department of Health 2008, p.9)

In its association with the fetus, traditionally understood as a mysterious, unknowable, invisible, notquite-human being, the born child is rendered even more mystifying and alien to its parents, thereby
necessitating expert, scientific knowledge and even equipment such as the scanner, to identify its needs.
P
The rapid growth of the brain during the early months and years is said to be de

child and adult.
A
physical environment as well as by genetic factors. (Department of Health 2008, p.11)

I
s

it this which re-frames the parental role. Contemporary brain-claiming tends to counterpose itself to the
biologised infant determinism associated with genetic understandings of child to adult development, but

determinism. This strong determinism is evident in the following quote from a report providing policy

recommendations to the Conservative Party:
The emotional brain is largely created in the first 18 months of life and its auditory map is formed
even earlier, by 12 months. Furthermore, it has
education developmental score at 22 months can accurately predict educational outcomes at the
age of 26. In short, we are now able to predict the long term wellbeing of children on the basis of
their environment in the first few years of their lives. (Social Justice Policy Group 2007, p.8)

I
the physical infant brain. But this determining role is double-edged, for their overwhelming influence can
powerful and incompetent (Furedi 2008). Whilst naturally connected to the child through their great
capacity

on infant brain development.

T
W
of great public significance, because of its unique role in shaping future citizens:

The research we draw on for this pamphlet indicates that what happens inside the family, when a
child is very young indeed, strongly determines how they will react to people outside the home,
how ready they will be to learn and ultimately what kind of a citizen they will become. (Centre for
Social Justice 2009, p.15)

T

and brain is forming. The uterine environment is not only conceptualized as risky because mothers can
pass on physical toxins (such as drugs and alcohol) to their child, but because the mother-toemotional state (
child.

It [the CHPP] should also incorporate the information that we have about the adverse effect that

maternal anxiety and depression in pregnancy can have on child development (Department of
Health 2008, p.9)

The propensity to experience some major mental illnesses can be inherited genetically. However
the effects of poor parental mental health are also transmitted environmentally through processes
during pregnancy and through family relationships. (Cabinet Office 2007, p.20)

The third way in which parents are constructed as an environmental influence is in the claim that the
This is
increasingly articulated in terms of a biologised version of attachment theory, with a particular focus on
maternal depression.

Maternal depression impedes brain development. Infants of severely depressed mothers show
reduced left lobe activity (associated with being happy, joyful or interested) and increased right
lobe activity (associated with negative feelings). (Centre for Social Justice 2008, p.65)

However, it is not just postnatal depression that is described as an inhibitor of brain development but the

attachment and can apply to both mother and father.
T

alysis of
W

babies are often left to cry, their cortisol levels are increased and this can lead to a permanent
increase in stress hormones later in life, which can impact on mental health. Supporting parents
(Field
2010, p.41)

T
emotionally but also depicted in relativised, biologised terms as just another environmental factor.

d) Biologised therapeutics: From IQ to Emotional Intelligence
It was evident in the documents analysed that emotional development is of far greater concern than

cognitive development, or rather, emotional development is said to underpin cognitive development. For
example, this report aimed at tackling poverty targets the emotional development of children as the basis
for overcoming inequalities:
The child who is nurtured and loved will develop the neural networks which mediate empathy,
compassion and the capacity to form healthy relationships (Cabinet Office 2006, p.47)

Thornton (2011) makes the important observation that after an initial focus on nurturing IQ and
intelligence in the infant brain, the first three years movement in the US absorbed a reaction against this
instrumentalised view of parental care. Thenceforth, emotional development was prioritised by the
movement as the logical and biological underpinning of cognitive development. In this way of thinking,

A I

and

IQ

I

T

demonstrate the ultimately cyclical therapeutic logic of locating social phenomenon in the emotional
development of the infant, via, the brain.

1. Material poverty causes a detrimental maternal state, which creates an emotionally poor environment
for infant:
Several studies in the US have observed families living in conditions of severe disadvantage, and
have found consistent associations between the occurrence of postnatal depression and marked
(Sutton et al. 2004, p.28)

2. The child raised in an emotionally impoverished environment will be less able to function in school and
in wider society. Th
behavior and, presumably, an inability to be effective parents themselves:

Repeated interactions of this kind contribute to the development of longer-term difficulties in the
-social behaviour. These
IQ
iour, and inability to sustain attention.
(Sutton et al. 2004, p.29)

T

adoption of a neuroparenting style:
Evidence on neurological development shows how babies build connections in their brain which
enable the development of speech and language, selfI
P

brain development. (Department for Education 2011b, p.21)

The analysis of policy discourse suggests that the neurobiologising of parental influence constructs the
parent as both the supreme influence on their child but also as an inherently risky one. It is noticeable in
many of the quotations above that brain-claims have a tendency to normalise as developmentally critical,
T
therefore be understood as a demotion of previous conceptions of the parent as essentially competent
until proven otherwise. The scientific-sounding character of brain claims necessarily construct the baby
as requiring expert medical interpretation and the parent, therefore as in need of professional guidance
to absorb to incorporate this expert-delivered knowledge into their care for their child. Parenting

parents to access the insights of neuroscience.

Discussion: Nurturing nature in a therapeutic culture
A large number of scholars have challenged the tendency to blame parents for the ills of society and to

atomizing view of the task of rearing children (Hays 1998; Furedi 2001 and 2008; ANON. 2014). Brainbased arguments for early intervention have been accused of providing a way of justifying cuts in welfare
ly to individual parents, particularly mothers
G

S

W
-enhancing behaviour, and to manage

W
T
entrepreneurial forms of self-governance by producing babies emotionally primed to navigate an
T

However, as we can see from the above analysis, far from facilitating a withdrawal of the State from family
life or valuing parental autonomy, brain claiming is actually deployed to argue for novel State
interventions to evaluate and transform the intimate interactions between parents and children. As
N
N
p.424). Such measures directly undermine the autonomy and authority of the parent and make it
impossible for them to exercise real parental responsibility as they see fit.

T

-

ndertaken by

families and wider adult society, to a narrow, technical task, concentrated on the individual parent
(Ramaekers and Suissa 2012; Smeyers 2008 and 2010) is particularly evident in the brain-based
construction of the parent and child. The individualization identified by critics of neoliberalism should
therefore be understood as one that is currently severely circumscribed, with its own requirements of
emotional conformity, as Furedi outlines,

...a closer inspection of therapeutic culture indicates that its account of the self is far from an
optimistic one. The image of the self-actualising individual gaining enlightenment through selfreflection and the exercise of autonomous choice is, in practice, contradicted by the fundamental
premise of therapeutic culture, which is that the individual self is defined by its vulnerability.
(Furedi 2004, p.107)

Although not writing about neuroscience, Illouz astutely observes of the therapeutic culture that the
institutionalization of expert-driven concern fo
I

A

to privatize social phenomenon should be viewed in conjunction with a recognition that new forms of
intimate governance mean that the private world can no longer exist in the way it once did. As Illouz says,
the therapeutic narrative,

-being, yet does that by removing any notion of
moral fault. Thus, it enables one to mobilize the cultural schemes and values of moral
individualism, of change and self-improvement. Yet, by transposing these to childhood and to
deficient families, one is exonerated from the weight of being at fault for living an unsatisfactory
life. (Illouz 2007, p.55)
A T

-based theories see parent-child attachment as a much less

natural or reliable occurrence than did the earlier proponents. Not only that, according to Thornton,
cal problem that must be achieved through constant work on the self, primarily
T

T

not an argument for social advancement through the optimizing of parental care and enlightened child
development, but rather the expression of an anxiety about social order represented by the prospect of
large populations of unempathic, emotionally stunted individuals

to be resolved through the securing
T

of social bonds

of parental love is premised on the prior belief that there is a widespread deficit in the quality of parental
care. There is little faith today in either nature OR nurture therefore.

In his influential essay The Allure of Infant Determinism (1998) demonstrating the long-standing appeal of
deterministic ideas about the early years of life, the child psychologist Jerome Kagan criticised the
reductionism of brain claiming. He argued that the political appeal of brain claims resides in their ability
to avoid moralising parental behaviour while simultaneously focusing attention upon it. This resonates
with our observation that the origins of English parenting policy coincide with a final abandonment of
traditional moral arguments about family form, marriage, divorce or single parenthood and re-pose the

relationships be

G

A

K

claims divert attention from the absence of consensus about what is right and wrong in family life, or
about the legitimate role of the State in raising children a
solution to social problems.

Conclusion
Our study indicates that brain claims reinforce pre-existing ideas of early infancy being determinate of

future life chances but also confirm the construction of the parent as the key mechanism through which
T

this determinism is leveraged on the individual

brains as extremely susceptible to parental influence can be seen as a biologised condensation of preF

ANON

Previous social

movements which biologised notions of social progress argued unapologetically for intervening in
I
different way: the concern is more with the capac
T

now constructed as truly knowable only through scientific interpretation. For example, despite the
apparently overwhelming import of the mother-child relationship, there is no confidence here in maternal
instinct. Nature is therefore not inherently functional, but must be nurtured through the encouragement
I
child as knowable only through a scientised framework of neurological development, brain claiming
inevitably demotes the parent. Parents are no longer equipped to spontaneously understand and guide
equipped to love their child in a way judged to be conducive

A
professionals who have no intimate knowledge of the child and do not love the child. However, this

task of training the parent. Not only that, state-employed professionals have the responsibility and power
T
of thinking about family life expands and intensifies the obligations of parents to new levels while at the
same inherently de-

hip to the

child.

We therefore conclude that the uncritical embracing of early years determinism has authoritarian
consequences for the relationship between all families and the State because it fundamentally
reconceptualises all parents in a demoted pos

S

T

approach particularly stacks the odds against poorer parents. In rewriting social class and economic
position as reproduced solely through parenting, a justification is created for the targetting of families

P
-being by hastening their permanent removal from birth
families and undermining the possibility of spontaneous relationships of love and care.
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